This work is a continuation of efforts to define and understand competitive analysis of algorithms in a distributed shared memory setting, which is surprisingly different from the classical online setting. In fact, in a distributed shared memory setting, we find a counter-example to the theorem concerning classical randomized online algorithms which shows that, if there is a c-competitive randomized algorithm against an adaptive offline adversary, then there is a ccompetitive deterministic algorithm [18] . In a distributed setting, there is additional lack of knowledge concerning what the other processes have done. There is also additional power for the adversary, having control of the scheduler which decides when each process is allowed to take steps.
Introduction
Our aim is to improve our understanding of competitive analysis of algorithms in a distributed shared memory setting. We investigate a theoretical benchmark online problem, List Accessing. New problems arise due to scheduling, when the processes each have their own finite request sequences. These problems are not addressed in existing models for competitive analysis in distributed settings, so we introduce two new adversarial models. Through a sequence of results, we expose which circumstances affect worst-case performance the most. In standard online algorithms, the lack of knowledge of the future is often the primary obstruction, but in the distributed setting, the scheduling of events seems to play an even larger role.
Online Algorithms and Competitive Analysis
A problem is called online if the input is given one piece at a time and an algorithm must make an irrevocable decision regarding each piece before the next piece is given. The pieces of the input are called requests. An online algorithm is an algorithm for solving an online problem. The goal of an online algorithm is to minimize or maximize an objective function. In this paper, we restrict the discussion to minimization problems and call the objective function the cost.
The most common technique for analyzing online algorithms is competitive analysis [31] . If Alg(I) denotes the cost of running the algorithm Alg on the input sequence I, then Alg is said to be c-competitive, if there exists a constant α such that for all I, Alg(I) ≤ c OPT(I) + α, where OPT is a (hypothetical) offline, optimal algorithm. The competitive ratio of an algorithm is the infimum over all c for which it is c-competitive.
Competitive Analysis for Distributed Algorithms
We consider a standard model of asynchronous, shared memory computation [11] in which p processes communicate with one another by performing read, write, and compare-and-swap (CAS) on shared memory locations. CAS(x, old, new) atomically returns the value of x and, if it is old, changes it to new. In this model, processes may run at arbitrarily varying speeds and may even crash. Each shared memory access is one step, and the goal, after correctness, is to minimize the number of steps. An execution is modeled as a sequence of input events, output events, and shared memory accesses starting from an initial configuration. The schedule (that is, the order in which processes take steps) and what inputs they are given are viewed as being under the control of an adversary.
Overall, the purpose of applying competitive analysis (comparing to some optimal algorithm, OPT) is to give a realistic idea of how much improvement of an algorithm might be possible, as opposed to simply using a worst-case analysis. Its goal is to measure the excess cost of a distributed algorithm as compared to the cost of an optimal algorithm in related situations.
In studying competitive analysis for distributed algorithms, we first consider the well-known theorem from classic online algorithms which says that if there is a c-competitive randomized algorithm against an adaptive, offline adversary, then there is a c-competitive deterministic algorithm [18] . We present a counter-example, showing that this is not true in a distributed setting.
Theorem 1 There exists a problem, FindValue, in a distributed setting, where there is a randomized algorithm which is 23 16 -competitive against an adaptive, offline adversary, while the best deterministic algorithm is no better than 3 2 -competitive. The first papers applying competitive analysis in a distributed setting [15, 17] applied it in a message passing, rather than a shared memory setting. They compared the cost of a distributed online algorithm to the cost of an optimal offline, sequential algorithm. Even so, they achieved good competitive ratios for a job scheduling problem and a data management problem. This same definition of competitive analysis is used in [12, 16, 29, 14] and elsewhere, including [13] with extra resource analysis. In [6] , a lower bound is proven in this model, explicitly assuming that the request sequence is given sequentially. In these papers, OPT has global control and does not pay for the overhead of learning the relevant part of the global state to make its decisions. Aspnes and Waarts [10] have argued that this might be fair for problems where the purpose is to manage resources, but unfair for problems where the main purpose is to propagate information. The first paper to propose a model of competitive analysis without global control was [1] .
Online algorithms are faced with uncertainty as a result of lack of knowledge about future requests: irrevocable decisions regarding early requests may be unfortunate when future requests arrive. In his survey on the competitive analysis of distributed algorithms [8] , Aspnes observed that distributed online algorithms also face uncertainly about the scheduler. Actions of the processes may be scheduled in a beneficial or counter-productive manner with regards to the overall objective function. Aspnes compares algorithms to OPT on the same schedule. He considers comparing them on the same input, on the worst-case input for the algorithm and the best-case input for OPT, or on the worst-case input for the algorithm and the worst-case input for OPT. He considers the repeated collect problem in a shared memory model and presents the proof that the randomized Follow-the-Bodies algorithm [9] is O(log 3 n)-competitive.
In [10] , the focus is modularity, trying to make competitive analysis compositional. This necessitates that algorithms and OPT may be compared on different inputs. Alistarh et al. [5] compare an asynchronous algorithm to OPT on a worst schedule for OPT.
Online algorithms have been considered for multi-threaded problems, including paging [25] , multisequence prefetching [28] , and multi-threaded metrical task systems [26] . In these problems, the input consists of p lists of requests, but requests are treated by one server, who can choose which request to treat next from among the first outstanding requests in each list. The server being analyzed is not distributed.
The Benchmark Problem: List Accessing
The (static) List Accessing problem is a theoretical benchmark problem. In fact, it was one of the original two problems studied with competitive analysis and the first with amortized analysis [31] . In addition, it is the first major example and a means of introducing randomized online algorithms in the standard textbook [20] . It has been used to explore performance measure issues using lookahead [30] , bijective analysis [7] , parameterized analysis [23] , relative worst-order analysis [24] , and advice complexity [22, 21] , as well as issues related to self-adjusting data structures.
In this problem, we must administrate a linked list of ℓ items. A request is an item in the list, and the algorithm must find that item in the list, each time starting from the front of the list. When the item has been found, the algorithm may move it to any location closer to the front of the list. In the sequential online setting, the (possible) move must be completed before the next request is given to the algorithm. The cost is the total number of item accesses during the search. Thus, an algorithm for this problem is simply a strategy, detailing when an item should be moved and where it should be placed. (Paid exchanges, where an algorithm is charged one for switching the order of two adjacent items, are also allowed, but we only consider them indirectly when known results are used.)
According to competitive analysis, the well-known Move-to-Front algorithm (MTF), which always moves an accessed item to the front of the list, is an optimal deterministic algorithm in the sequential setting. MTF has (strict) competitive ratio 2 −
Competitive Analysis of Distributed List Accessing
For our distributed version of List Accessing, the list, of fixed length ℓ, is shared among p processes, each of which has its own request sequence. Each process must access every item in its own request sequence in order (unless it fails and stops), always starting at the front of the list for each search. The cost of a search is the total number of shared memory accesses during the search. In the worst case, this is asymptotically proportional to the total number of items accessed, which, for each request, is the index of the item, starting from the front of the list.
Our algorithm is a distributed version of MTF, so each search for an item is followed by a moveto-front operation, unless the item is already at the front of the list. We are not assuming that OPT performs a move-to-front after every request. Even though OPT knows all sequences, it must respect the order of each process's requests sequence: Only after it has finished a request, can it proceed to the next request of the same process, initiating this search from the beginning of the current shared list.
If the online algorithm and OPT can be given different request sequences, as in [10] , it is easy to show too pessimistic a lower bound for List Accessing. For example, the algorithm gets requests to the end of the list, whereas OPT gets requests to the beginning of the list. Thus, in our models, the p processes are given exactly the same request sequences in the online algorithm as in OPT.
Although OPT with global control is considered too pessimistic for problems concerned with propagating information [10] , this is not the concern of the List Accesing problem. Contention among the processes only hurts the performance in the worst case, because the same work may be done by multiple processes. In both of our models, OPT has global control: it knows the entire schedule in advance. As with earlier work that considers an optimal algorithm, OPT, with global control, we also assume that OPT is sequential. Theorem 16 shows that giving OPT global control only increases the competitive ratio by a factor of 2, which is the factor that comes from the standard online competitive analysis of MTF. In contrast, with our fully adversarial scheduler defined below, a factor of 2p 2 − p comes from the power of the scheduler, which is assumed to give a best possible schedule to OPT and a worst possible schedule to the distributed MTF algorithm. Consider the following simple example: Suppose the shared list starts as L = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x ℓ ] and the p processes each have the same request sequence, σ = x ℓ , x ℓ−1 , . . . , x 1 , repeated s times. If the scheduler arranges that each process makes all of its requests before the next begins, then each item is at the end of the list when it is requested and has cost ℓ. If the scheduler arranges that the processes take steps in a round robin fashion, then all p processes can be looking for the same last item in the list at the same time, each checking if it is the first item in the list before any checks if it is the second, etc. Again, all processes have cost ℓ for finding each item. (The problem associated with all trying to perform the move-to-front simultaneously is an additional problem, discussed later.) However, if each process finishes the search and move-to-front for their item before the next begins, all but the first would only have cost 1.
Even if OPT and the distributed MTF algorithm are given the same schedule, there does not seem to be any way to use this information. Since OPT may complete some operations in fewer steps than the distributed MTF algorithm, they could eventually be searching for different items at the same point in the schedule and the lists in which they are searching may be different. Thus, we do not assume the same schedule for the distributed algorithm and for OPT.
New Adversarial Models
We consider a distributed version of MTF, which we call DMTF. A specific lock-free implementation is presented in Section 6. Most of our competitive analysis of DMTF does not depend on the specific implementation.
We assume there are p processes and each process has its own input sequence. We analyze DMTF using two different models. In both, we assume DMTF and OPT are processing the same p input sequences.
First, we allow OPT to have a completely different schedule than DMTF. We call this the fully adversarial scheduler model. With completely different schedules, one can only be certain that each process performs its requests in the order specified by its request sequence. However, requests from other request sequences can be merged into that sequence in any way. This method appears to be closest to the worst-case spirit generally associated with competitive analysis. As far as we know, this is the first time the merging of processes' request sequences has been considered in competitive analysis of a distributed algorithm, where the merging is not fully or partly under the control of the algorithm being analyzed.
There are three parts to this analysis. First, we only consider the effect of merging the request sequences, requiring operations to be performed sequentially. Next, we consider processes that can be looking for the same item at the same time. Then, we take into account arbitrary contention among processes. The first two parts are independent of the specific implementation of distributed MTF.
• Since the adversary can schedule DMTF and OPT differently, we bound the ratio of costs associated with two different merges of the processes' request sequences. This corresponds to the competitiveness that can be experienced in a model where interleaving takes place at the operation level, i.e., a search for an item and the subsequent move-to-front is carried out before the next search is initiated. Thus, the execution is sequential after the merging of the request sequences. In this level, the cost of DMTF is MTF's cost on the merged sequence.
• Then we consider interleaving at the item access level. Here, we take into account that more than one process may be searching for the same item at the same time. However, we assume that all such processes find the item in the same location. Then the item is moved to the front of the list. Again, we only consider the costs of searching through the list, counting cost i for an item in location i of the list.
• Finally, we consider an actual algorithm in a fully distributed model. The overhead involved in a move-to-front operation in a distributed setting is considered at this point. One complication is that a process may move an item to the front of the list after another process has started searching for the same item. Additional overhead is required to ensure that the second process does not search all the way to the end of the list without finding the item.
In the fully adversarial scheduler model, OPT may have too much of an advantage over DMTF, because OPT can arbitrarily merge the sequences of requests given to the processes. To understand the effect of this, we consider a second model, which is more similar to the situation in the sequential setting, where OPT performs the same sequence of operations (searches) as MTF. In this model, which we call linearization-based, OPT still performs its operations sequentially, but is required to perform them in an order which is a linearization of the execution performed by DMTF. This means that, if operation o 1 is completed by DMTF before it begins operation o 2 , then OPT must
The processes that are successful in satisfying a request do so either by 1. finding the item and moving it to the front (if it is not already there), 2. finding the item and discovering that another process has moved it to the front, or 3. being informed about the item by another process.
In all three cases, the item is moved to the front by some process and the concurrent requests to that item are linearized as successive requests to that item, when that item is at the front of the list. Thus, the ordering of the list during any execution of DMTF is the same as it would be if the sequential MTF algorithm were run on the linearized request sequence.
Results
First, we consider the well-known theorem from classic online algorithms which says that competitive analysis of randomized algorithms against adaptive, offline adversaries is uninteresting, because these randomized algorithms are no better than deterministic algorithms. In Section 2, we present a counter-example, showing that this is not true in a distributed setting.
The main technical result is a proof in the fully adversarial scheduler model, showing that one merge of p sequences can be at most a factor 2p 2 − p more costly for MTF than another merge. It is accompanied by a matching lower bound. This corresponds to interleaving at the operation level.
The result implies that, in the fully adversarial scheduler model, the scheduler is so powerful that it can ensure that OPT asymptotically does a factor of Θ(p 2 ) better than any sequential algorithm, even an optimal offline algorithm that is forced to run sequentially on this adversarial merge. Thus, randomization cannot help here, although it often helps in distributed settings.
In order to prove this result, we prove a property about a new distance measure defined on merges of p sequences. We believe that this combinatorial result could be of independent interest.
At worst, the adversary can choose the input sequences so that, for two different merges, the cost of MTF can differ by a factor of 2p 2 − p. Furthermore, for any merge, the cost of MTF is at most a factor of 2 larger than the cost of OPT. Thus, for interleaving at the operation level, the ratio of the cost of MTF to the cost of OPT is at most 4p 2 − 2p. These results are presented in Section 4.
We consider interleaving at the item access level in Section 5 and show that it does not increase the worst-case ratio. Indeed, there will sometimes be wasted work when processes search for the same item, but not in the worst-case scenarios. The lower bound on the ratio for interleaving at the operation level carries over to interleaving at the item access level.
In the linearization-based model, both OPT and MTF have the same input sequence for interleaving at the operation level, so the classic result from online algorithms gives the ratio 2 − 2 ℓ+1 [27] . For interleaving at the item access level, we prove an upper bound of p + 1 on the ratio, as opposed to 4p 2 − 2p for the fully adversarial scheduler. This appears in Section 8. A lower bound of p follows from the example where all p processes are always searching for the same item at the end of the list.
In Section 6, we present a lock-free implementation of a distributed version of MTF, which we call DMTF. Its complete analysis in either the fully adversarial model with arbitrary interleaving or the linearization-based model, including the analysis of the move-to-front operation, increases the cost of a search by a constant factor and an additive O(p 2 ) term. Thus, in the fully adversarial model, the upper bound on the competitive ratio is O(p 2 ) and, in the linearization-based model, it is O(p) provided that OPT's average cost per request is Ω(p). The lower bounds from the item access level carry over to the level of the actual algorithm.
These results concerning List Accessing are summarized in Table 1 . Note that the results from the first two levels are independent of the actual distributed algorithm being used; this is not considered until the third level. Thus, the operation level seems to be the dominant level for the fully adversarial model, and the item access level seems to be the dominant level for the linearization-based model.
Model

Level
Fully adversarial Linearization-based Thus, when using competitive analysis in a distributed setting, there is no dependency on ℓ, the length of the list, which we assume is much larger than the number of processes. This length would show up in the analysis of the worst case amount of work done if competitive analysis was not used.
Competitiveness in a Distributed Setting Is Different
In his survey [8] , Aspnes presents a competitive analysis of the randomized Follow-the-Bodies algorithm against an adaptive offline adversary. He writes that it is unknown whether there is a deterministic algorithm that performs this well. In the standard sequential online model, such a deterministic algorithm must exist [18] . However, this is not necessarily the case for distributed algorithms. Processes lack information about the state of the system as a whole and must act based on their limited knowledge of that state.
The theorem in [18] (and [20, Theorem 7.3] ) states that, for any problem, if there is a c-competitive randomized online algorithm against an adaptive, offline adversary, then there exists a c-competitive deterministic online algorithm. We use the rest of this section to show that, for a natural problem in a distributed setting, this theorem does not hold.
We define the setting, show matching upper and lower bounds of 3/2 on on the deterministic competitive ratio and give a randomized synchronous algorithm which is 
The Model and Problem
We consider the following problem, FindValue, where there are 3 processes, p 0 , p 1 , and p 2 in a synchronous distributed system. Each process, p i , has one register, R i . The processes communicate by writing into and reading from these single-writer registers. In each round, each process can flip some coins and, based on its state and on the outcomes of its coin tosses, it can do nothing, it can write to its register, or it can read the register of some other process.
Consider the following problem. From time to time, an adversary gives a number as input to one of the processes and lets it take a step (in which it appends a pair consisting of its process id and this number to its register. In the next round, the adversary notifies each of the other processes that it has produced a new number (by giving a special notification input), but does not tell them to whom it gave this number. The goal is for each process to write the entire sequence of pairs into their single-writer register. Our complexity measure is the number of register reads that are performed (by the two processes trying to find the number).
Each time the adversary notifies a process that it has produced a new number, OPT will perform one read, from the register of the process that received the number, and append the new pair to its single-writer register. Since it must do this for two processes, it must perform two register reads for each input.
Deterministic Upper Bound
The following deterministic algorithm performs 3 reads per input item. Each process p i maintains a list of the pairs it has learned about and the total number of notifications it has received from the adversary. When the adversary gives a number as input to process p i , it appends a pair consisting of i and this number to its list and writes its list to R i . When told that a new number is available, process p i reads from R (i+1) mod 3 . If there are more pairs in that register than in its list, p i appends the extra pairs to its list and writes its list to R i . If the length of the list in R (i+1) mod 3 is smaller than the number of notifications it has received from the adversary, then, in the following round, p i reads from register R (i−1) mod 3 , appends the extra pairs in that register to its list, and writes its list to R i .
When process p k directly gets a number as input from the adversary, process p (k−1) mod 3 will read this number from R k in the next round. However, process p (k+1) mod 3 will read from R (k+2) mod 3 in that round and then will read from R k in the following round. Thus, a total of three reads are performed for each input. Thus, the algorithm is 
Deterministic Lower Bound
An adversary can force 3 reads per input number. It will not give any process an input until all processes know about all of the previous inputs.
For each process p i , let R f i be the first location that p i will read from when informed that the next new number is available. Note that f i = i. Suppose there exist two processes, p i and p j , such that f i = f j = k. Without loss of generality, suppose that f k = i. Then the adversary gives the new input number to p j . Whichever of p i and p k goes first performs at least 2 reads, for a total of 3 reads.
Otherwise, no two processes read from the same register first. Without loss of generality, suppose that f 0 = 1, f 1 = 2, and f 2 = 0. Consider the minimum number of rounds after receiving a notification input before any one of these processes reads a register. Suppose p k is a register that reads in this round. If the adversary gives the new input number to p (k−1) mod 3 , then p k reads from R (k+1) mod 3 in this round and does not see the new number. Hence it has to perform at least 2 reads. Process p (k+1) mod 3 also has to perform at least one read, for a total of 3. Thus, no deterministic algorithm is better than 
Randomized Upper Bound
Consider the following randomized algorithm for this problem. Each process p i maintains a list of the pairs it has learned about and the total number of notifications it has received from the adversary. When the adversary gives a number as input to process p i , p i appends a pair consisting of i and this number to its list and writes its list to R i . Whenever process p i has been told that a new number is available, it flips two fair coins. Based on the outcome of the first coin, p i decides whether to read in this round or delay its next read for 2 rounds. The second coin is used to choose which of the registers belonging to the other two processes it will read from. Suppose it chooses to read from register R j . If there are more pairs in R j than in its list, p i appends the extra pairs in R j to its list and writes its list to R i in the next round. If the length of R i is smaller than the number of notifications it has received from the adversary, p i also reads from the register R k of the other process, and appends the extra pairs in R k to its list.
Suppose that p i is given the number as input in round r. Let p j and p k be the other two processes.
With probability 1 4 , p j reads from R i in round r + 1 and writes the number to R j in round r + 2. In this case,
• p j performs 1 read,
• p k performs 1 read with probability 3 4 , and • p k performs 2 reads with probability 1 4 (if it reads from R j in round r + 1). With probability 1 4 , p j reads from R i in round r + 3. In this case, • p j performs 1 read,
• p k performs 1 read with probability 1 2 , and • p k performs 2 reads with probability 1 2 (depending on whether p k chooses to read from R i or R j first) With probability 1 4 , p j reads from R k in round r + 1. In this case, • p j performs 2 reads,
• p k performs 1 read with probability 1 2 , and • p k performs 2 reads with probability 1 2 (depending on whether p k chooses to read from R i or R j first).
With probability 1 4 , p j reads from R k in round r + 3. In this case, • with probability 1 2 , p k first reads from R j and both processes perform 2 reads, • with probability 1 4 , p k reads from R i in round r + 1, so both processes perform 1 read, and • with probability 1 4 , p k first reads from R i in round r+3, so p k performs 1 read and p j performs 2 reads.
The expected number of reads for this algorithm is
Thus, there is a randomized algorithm which is 23 16 -competitive against an adaptive, offline adversary, giving us the following:
Theorem 2 There exists a problem, FindValue, in a distributed setting, where there is a randomized algorithm which is 23 16 -competitive against an adaptive, offline adversary, while the best deterministic algorithm is no better than 3 2 -competitive. This is a counterexample showing that the theorem in [18] , making results against adaptive, offline adversaries uninteresting in the sequential online setting, does not necessarily apply to distributed settings.
MTF, OPT, and the Distance Measure
A request sequence is a sequence of (requests to) items from a list of size ℓ. A request to the same item can appear multiple times in a request sequence, so we are often working with the index into a sequence. We use I, J, and K to refer to generic request sequences. For some request sequence I of length n = |I|, its sequence of requests is denoted I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I n . Our notation is case-sensitive, so I i denotes the request with index i in the request sequence I. We use i, j, k, x, y, and z to denote indices. The concatenation of two sequences I and J is written as IJ, and the reverse of a sequence I is written as rev(I). If J is a sequence of requests, we use s × (J) to denote the concatenation of s copies of list J. So, for example, 3 × (J) denotes JJJ. In notation referring to a particular request sequence, we will often indicate the sequence as a superscript.
For any index j ∈ {1, . . . , |I|}, let prev I (j) denote the index j ′ < j of the latest request in I such that I j = I j ′ , if it exists. Thus, there are no requests to that item in I j ′ +1 , . . . , I j−1 . Similarly, let succ I (j) denote the index of the earliest request to I j after j, if it exists.
We define the distance, d
I (j), of the jth request in I to be the cardinality of the set of items in requests from index prev I (j) to index j, i.e.
if prev I (j) exists, and ℓ otherwise. Note that multiple requests to the same item in such a sequence are only counted once. Similar definitions of distance have been used for Paging [3] , for example.
We extend the notation to sets and sequences of indices so that d
is the sum of distances for all indices in a set or sequence, S, of indices into a request sequence I. We define
. . , |I|}) and refer to this as the total distance of I.
The distance measure very closely reflects MTF's cost on a sequence. In the upper bound proof, it is used as a tool for measuring the difference in cost incurred by MTF on two different merges.
Lemma 3 For any request sequence I,
Proof Consider a request I x in I that is not the first request to one of the items. The cost for MTF to serve I x is exactly d I (x), since it has moved d I (x) − 1 different items in front of the item requested by I x since it last moved that item to the front of the list.
By definition, the distance of the first request to each item is ℓ, which is an upper bound on the cost for MTF to serve the request, since the list has length ℓ. Thus, the total distance d(I) is an upper bound on the cost for MTF to serve all the requests in I.
Suppose that I contains requests to k ≤ ℓ different items. The item originally in position j in the list will be in position j or larger when it is requested the first time, so the cost of the first request to that item is at least j. Thus, the total cost for MTF to serve the first requests to all k items is at least
ℓ is a lower bound on the cost for MTF to serve all the requests in I.
Next, we give a lower bound on the cost of OPT in terms of the distance measure. We use the fact that the strict competitive ratio of MTF is 2 − 2 ℓ+1 [27] . Lemma 4 For any request sequence I of length n,
, by the competitiveness of MTF
, by Lemma 3
A merge of some request sequences is an interleaving of their requests, respecting the order of each sequence, as in mergesort. We often let M denote a merged sequence, and C the particularly simple merge which is the concatenation of the sequences in order of their process numbers. The merge will be fixed throughout proofs, so we do not add it to the notation.
For the fully adversarial scheduler model, we reduce the problem of comparing DMTF to OPT at the operation level to considering the ratio of the distances of two merges of the request sequences.
In the next section, we present tight bounds on the ratio
, for two different merges M 1 and M 2 of the same p request sequences.
The following theorem reduces the competitiveness problem to that of determining the worst-case distance ratio. We use that the strict competitive ratio of MTF is 2 − 2 ℓ+1 [27] . Theorem 5 When MTF is processing the sequence M 1 and OPT is processing the sequence M 2 , both of the same length, then the ratio of MTF to OPT is at most (2 − Proof From Lemmas 3 and 4, we get a ratio of at most
In the next section, we show an asymptotically tight result, stating that the ratio,
, is 2p 2 − p in the worst case for large ℓ.
Worst-Case Distance Ratio Between Merges
In this section, we find the exact worst-case ratio, up to an additive constant, between the total distances of two different merges of the same p sequences. The results are the main technical contributions of this paper.
Lower Bound
We show that the maximal ratio of the average distances for two merges of the same p sequences of requests to a list of length ℓ is approximately 2p 2 − p for ℓ significantly larger than p.
Theorem 6
The maximum ratio of the average distances for two merges of the same p sequences of requests to a list of length ℓ is at least 2p
Proof For ease of presentation, we assume that p divides ℓ.
For the request sequences we construct, the basic building blocks are A (j) = (j − 1) ℓ p + 1, . . . , j ℓ p , for j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, each of which is a sequence of requests to ℓ/p consecutive items. Define block B (j) , for j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, to be s repetitions of the concatenation of A (j) and rev(A (j) ), i.e., B
The request sequence for process i is now defined to be
which consists of r repetitions of requests to all of the p different blocks, in order, starting with block B (i) . Thus, each process's sequence consists of rp blocks.
Since each process starts with a different block, it follows that, for any fixed h, each of the p blocks Block(σ 1 , h), . . . , Block(σ p , h) contains requests to a disjoint set of ℓ p items. Thus, one possible merge is
where
The average distance of this merge is close to ℓ. We now compute the exact value. Consider A (1) and rev(A (1) ), which have the sequence ℓ p + 1, . . . , ℓ in between them in the merge:
Considering the last ℓ/p requests, the distance for the request to item 1 is ℓ, the distance for the request to item 2 is ℓ − 1, and the distance for the request to item
. Note that this holds up to renaming of the items for any pair (
We now create another merge. For p ≤ h ≤ rp, we observe that
We can merge each such collection of p identical blocks into
where e is the first item in the blocks. We can do this rp − p + 1 times, starting with block Block(σ 1 , p). This will leave some blocks at the beginning and/or end of each sequence unused (specifically, the first p − 1 blocks of σ 1 , the first p − 2 blocks and last block of σ 2 , the first p − 3 blocks and last 2 blocks of σ 3 , . . . , the first block and last p − 2 blocks of σ p−1 , and the last p − 1 blocks of σ p ).
The number of items, c 1 , as well as the sum of distances, c 2 , in the merge of items in the unused blocks are a function of ℓ, p, and s, but independent of r.
For each of the rp − p merges of p blocks, the first time we consider a given item of the ℓ p different ones, the distance to the previous occurrence of that item may be as much as ℓ. In the remaining s − 1 repetitions, the distance varies between 1 and ℓ p due to the reversal, with an average of
, when we consider a given item again (this average also holds for the second time one sees an item in the first repetition). Repeating an item p times gives additional total distance p − 1 for the p − 1 repetitions.
In total, the distance is at most
and the number of items is
where c 2 does not depend on r and c 1 does not depend on either r or s.
We now consider the limit of the average distances as r and s approach infinity:
Considering the ratio of the average distances for the two merges, we get a value of at least
Upper Bound
In this section, we prove a matching upper bound, showing that, up to an additive constant, the maximal ratio for two merges of the same p sequences of requests to items in a list of length ℓ is 2p 2 − p, up to an additive constant, which depends only on p and ℓ. To do this, we first bound how much larger the distance of the concatenation of the p sequences can be compared to the distance of any merge of these sequences.
Lemma 7 Suppose C is the concatenation of p request sequences and M is any merge of the p sequences.
Proof We denote the p request sequences by σ 1 , . . . , σ p .
For a request sequence I and an item a, let item I (a) denote the sum of distances of the requests to item a, i.e., item I (a) = i∈{1,...,|I|}
, since the only a's changing distance in C are the first ones in each of the sequences σ 2 , . . . , σ p , where their distance was the maximal ℓ. Let max be the index of a maximal term in this sum, i.e., item
For any subsequences S and S ′ , and for any b, possibly equal to a, item aSS ′ a (a) ≤ item aSbS ′ a (a). So for any σ i , in particular for the maximal index max chosen above, we can merge in all items from the other sequences one at a time without reducing the sum of the a-distances, in the end obtaining M . Thus, item
Combining the two inequalities, item
, and summing over all items gives the result.
The more difficult result is to bound how much larger the distance of any merge of the p sequences can be compared to the distance of their concatenation.
Intuitive Proof Overview
As intuition for the upper bound in the case where the merge of the p sequences gives a larger total distance than the concatenation, we consider an example which is a simplification of the construction used for the lower bound. Recall that
where the concatenation of
, which consists of s repetitions of the concatenation of A (j) and rev(A (j) ). The merge, M , we consider is
In M , between consecutive copies of A (j) and rev(A (j) ) or between rev(A (j) ) and A (j) from σ j , there are requests to ℓ p distinct items from each of the p − 1 other sequences. Thus, the distance in M of one request coming from σ j to the previous request to the same item is the sum of the distance between those two requests in σ j plus (p − 1) ℓ p . The asymptotic average distance of the merge, M , of the p request sequences is
. The asymptotic average distance of the concatenation, C, of the p request sequences is ℓ+p 2p . Thus, the total distance in the merge, d(M ), is, asymptotically, a factor of at most 2p − 1 larger than the total distance in the concatenation, d(C).
We now introduce notation used in the proof. If a number of sequences including I are merged into M , we let f I be the function that maps the index of a request in I to its corresponding index in the merged sequence M . Given two sequences, I and J, which, possibly together with additional sequences, are merged into M , and an index h in I, we define S I←J h to be
the set of all indices of requests in J which are merged into M after the request of index f I (h), but before the request of index f I (succ I (h)), and which are first occurrences of requests to items with this property.
Recall that d σ j (succ σ j (x)) is the distance from succ σ j (x) to x in σ j . Now we can express the distance from succ σ j (x) to x, in the merged sequence M considered above, as d
. Summing this over all p sequences σ j and all x ∈ σ j gives close to (2p
More generally, we reduce the problem of proving the upper bound to proving that x∈I S
for just two sequences, I and J. In our example, this holds because we can match up sets of requests, since any two indexes x and x ′ in one repetition of A (i) have the same sets inserted between them and the next requests to the same item, so S
In other cases, the sizes of the sets of requests merged from one sequence between requests in another sequence might not all have the same size and they might not even be merged in as blocks. However, we still partition the sequences I and J based (in some way) on the sets S
I←J x
and consider the sizes of the parts of the partitions and multiply them together. If the partitions are P I and P j , then we show that x∈I S I←J x It is easy to see that
Then, one notes, using the definitions of the partitions, that the sum of the distances for the requests in each set G is at least 1 2 G∈P I |G| 2 (and similarly for G ′ ), giving the result. Note that the ordering in our example, where a set of requests is followed by requests to the same items, but in the reverse order, gives the minimum distance.
The Upper Bound Proof
First, we show that we can assume that the request sequences are disjoint.
Lemma 8 Given sequences σ 1 , . . . , σ p referring to ℓ items and any merge M , there exist sequences
, and, for any j = i, σ ′ i and σ ′ j refer to disjoint sets of a total of at most pℓ items.
Proof Below, we argue that given two lists, we can modify one of them while retaining its total distance in such a way that the number of items common to the two sequences is decreased by one and the total distance of the new, merged sequence d(M ′ ) is at least d(M ). Using this result inductively, we can make all the sequences disjoint and have
Consider two lists I = I 1 , . . . , I n I and J = J 1 , . . . , J n J such that there is some item a that occurs in both.
Let J ′ = J ′ 1 , . . . , J ′ n J be the second list in which all occurrences of a are renamed a ′ , where a ′ does not occur in either list. Note that
. . , K ′ n I +n J be a merge of the lists I and J ′ . Let K = K 1 , . . . , K n I +n J be the list obtained from K ′ by replacing all occurrences of a ′ by a. Note that any merge of I and J can be obtained in this manner.
does not contain occurrences of both a and a ′ , then d
Now consider the locations
) = ℓ, since it is the first occurrence of this item.
Introducing the new item a ′ in the above increases the total number of items by one. Doing so ℓ times for p − 1 sequences increases the number of items to at most pℓ.
For the proof sequence to follow, we first consider two request sequences and then later reduce the proof for p sequences to the result for two sequences.
We use the following algorithms, Algorithms 1 and 2, to define partitions P I and P J of the indices of two request sequences, I and J, such that all indices in a partition represent requests to distinct items, i.e., if indices i and j are in the same part of a partition of I, then I i = I j . We slightly abuse the term partition since not all requests in J are necessarily included in a part in P J , but P J is a partition of a subsequence of J. In the algorithms, we refer to an index as unassigned as long as it has not been assigned to any part in a partition.
Algorithm 1
Creating the partition for I. i ← first such index 5: cnt ← cnt +1
6:
if there exists an index j > i such that I i = I j then 8:
j ← smallest such index 9: for h in i + 1, . . . , j − 1 do
10:
if h is unassigned and I h ∈ {I i+1 , . . . , I h−1 } then 11:
12:
Algorithm 2 Creating the partition for J based on I. for j in 1, . . . , q do 7:
Thus, with reference to two fixed request sequences I and J, a merge of them, M , and the partitions defined by the algorithms, the parts of P I are enumerated in order of creation as G
Lemma 9 Defining sets and partitions, following Algorithms 1 and 2, from two disjoint request sequences I and J, which are merged into M , there exists an injective mapping from (x, y) | x ∈ {1, . . . , |I|} , y ∈ S I←J x to P.
Proof Assume that y ∈ S I←J x . Since P I is a partition, there exists a unique part G I ∈ P I such that x ∈ G I . Let G J ∈ P J be the corresponding part, i.e., the part, the creation of which was triggered by G I in Algorithm 2.
Case y ∈ G J : If y ∈ G J , we map (x, y) to (x, y). For the remainder of the proof, we assume that y ∈ G J .
Case y ∈ G J and y is not in any part of P J : Since y ∈ S I←J x , y is the index from J to the first occurrence of an item J y appearing after f I (x) in M . We first observe that the index x cannot be the first added to its part in Algorithm 1. If it were, then y would be added to a part in Algorithm 2, since y is unassigned (by assumption) and the rightmost argument is trivially true the first time through the for-loop (Line 7 of Algorithm 2), so y would be in G J . Thus, assume an earlier index z into I was the first to be placed in the part where x was added later.
Since x is added to z's part, there are no other requests to the item I x between z and x in I.
Since y is not in any part, that is, unassigned, there must be another request to J y between f I (z) and f I (x) in M , preventing y from being added. Let y ′ be the first index into J such that f J (y ′ ) comes after f I (z) in M and J y = J y ′ . By definition, since I and J are disjoint, y ′ ∈ G J . We map (x, y) to (x, y ′ ), and since y ′ ∈ S I←J x , no other pair can be assigned to (x, y ′ ) ∈ P.
Case y ∈ G J , but y is in some part: Let z be the request in I which starts the part H I in P I which gives rise to the part H J in P J to which y belongs. There must be a request to item I x between z and x, since otherwise, x would be in the same part as z and y would then belong to G J . Let x ′ be the first index after z such that I x = I x ′ . We assign (x, y) to (x ′ , y). Since y belongs to the part of P J , the creation of which was triggered by the part containing z, there cannot be any request to any item equal to J y between f I (z) and f J (y) in M , so no other pair can be assigned to (x ′ , y). Since x ′ ∈ H I , x ′ and y are again in corresponding parts.
Lemma 10 For two disjoint request sequences I and J together with their merge M ,
Proof Consider a pair (x, y) such that x ∈ S J←I y . Assume that there are requests to the item I y after y in J. Let y ′ be the first index larger than y in J such that I y ′ = I y and let x ′ be the last index in I such that I x ′ = I x and f I (x ′ ) comes before f J (y ′ ) in M (x ′ could be x). Clearly,
. The mapping (x, y) → (x ′ , y ′ ) is injective since no index x ′′ between x and x ′ such that I x ′′ = I x can belong to S J←I y . The mapping is defined for all but at most ℓ requests in J (the last request to each item) and at most ℓ x-values for each such request y in J, which amounts to at most ℓ 2 pairs.
Lemma 11 For two disjoint request sequences I and J together with their merge M and partitions P I and P J ,
, which, by Lemma 9, is at most |P|.
Adding the two bounds gives the result.
We need the following simple lemma:
Lemma 12 If I is a sequence of requests to distinct items and J can be any permutation of I, then d JI (I) is minimized when J = rev(I).
Proof Suppose to the contrary that the minimum is attained for some J = rev(I).
Lemma 13
For two request sequences I and J together with their merge M and partitions P I and
We can relate G
, and similarly for J. We prove the following properties where K can be either I or J:
• The items requested in G K i are all distinct.
• If q is the first index added to G For the second property, assume for the sake of contradiction that q is the smallest index added to G J i , q < j 1 < j 2 , J j 1 = J j 2 , with j 1 being the smallest index having this property, and j 2 ∈ G The following argument holds for any of the parts from either I or J and we use K to denote either. Consider the sequence X K i of requests in G K i , for which there is a previous request to the same item in K, and let the requests in X K i occur in the order they occur in K. Further, let x be the smallest index among them. The requests in G K i , and therefore also in X K i , are all to distinct items, and they are each the first request to that item after index x. This means that for any request of X K i , the previous request to it, if any, occurred before the request at index x.
The total distance between the requests indexed by X K i and their previous occurrences is at least
In the first equality, we abuse notation slightly and treat sequences as sets in the obvious way. The second inequality follows since, for each part, there are at most ℓ requests in total from all G K i together which are not counted in any X K i because they did not have previous requests, and since each G K i has size at most ℓ. Combining this with Eq. 1,
and the lemma follows.
Lemma 14
For any integer p ≥ 2, there exists a constant c, depending on p and ℓ, such that for all disjoint request sequences σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p ,
where C is the concatenation of σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p and M is any merge of these p sequences.
Proof For the concatenation, C, of the p sequences, the sum of all the distances in
, because the sequences are disjoint. Recall that the distance of some index h in σ j , d
σ j (h), is the number of distinct requests between h and prev σ j (h) if prev σ j (h) exists and ℓ otherwise.
Due to disjointness, this distance in σ j is only increased in M by the requests from other sequences that are inserted between those two requests. Thus, the distance between f σ j (h) and
. If prev σ j (h) does not exists, we define
to be zero.
By the interpretation of S
when prev σ j (h) does not exist,
, as stated as the first remark of the proof, we are done if we can establish that
where 7p 2 ℓ 2 is the constant c in the lemma statement. This is equivalent to showing that
For each sequence σ j , we consider all p − 1 sequences σ k for which the cardinality of the sets S σ j ←σ k h and S σ k ←σ j h ′ are added into the sum for some h and h ′ .
From the definition of P, we have that
Using that in combination with Lemmas 11 and 13 gives that for all pairs, j and k, h∈{1,...,|σ j |}
If we sum this over all such pairs j and k, each j will appear with p − 1 different indices k, giving
Theorem 15 For any two merges, M 1 and M 2 of p sequences of requests to a list of length ℓ, the total distance of M 1 is at most 2p 2 − p times the total distance of M 2 up to an additive constant only depending on p and ℓ.
Proof By Lemma 8, we can assume disjointness at a loss of an additive constant only depending on p and ℓ.
Let C be the concatenation of the disjoint sequences σ 1 , . . . , σ p .
, where c is a constant only depending on p and ℓ.
Combining these two inequalities gives the result.
Interleaving at the Item Access Level -Fully Adversarial
In the previous section, we proved a bound on DMTF's cost relative to OPT when operations are interleaved at the operation level, i.e., after the merging of the p request sequences, only the cost of the sequential MTF was counted.
Now, we consider a more fine-grained interleaving; more than one process might be searching for the same item at the same time. Potentially, moving from the operation level to the item level could lead to wasted work. For instance, if two processes are searching for the same item a, currently in position k, then the cost (the number of items inspected) would be k + 1 when interleaving at the operation level, since one process would carry out its operation first, moving a to the front before the other process would carry out its operation. The more fine-grained interleaving allows both processes to inspect the first item, then the second item, etc. Thus, the total number of items inspected could be at least 2k.
We assume that these processes will find the item in the same location and have the same cost, rather than all but the first having cost 1, as in the operation level. We refer to this level as the item access level. We emphasize that we are not yet considering concurrency where interleaving will be even more fine-grained.
In this section, we prove that the bound derived in the previous section also holds when considering the more fine-grained interleaving. Intuitively, this is because extra work of the type described above in the fine-grained interleaving occur in situations that are not worst-case.
Theorem 16
Considering item level interleaving, for any two merges, M 1 and M 2 of p sequences of requests and any scheduling of steps to DMTF and OPT,
where the constant depends only on p and ℓ.
Proof Assume that some process p i treats a request to a, finds it, and moves it to the front. Assume that some other process p j initiates a search for a before a is moved to the front and stops its search after a has been moved to the front. We consider a linearization (as defined in Section 1.5) based on the order of moves to the front or discovering that an item has already been moved to the front. Assume that in this linearization, the a of process p j is preceded by a request b = a. The linearization where we swap a and b can only have higher cost, since p j 's search for a could now pass through item b, since it is not moved to the front until after p j stops its search. Using this argument inductively, we can consider a worst-case linearization where where all these requests to a appear in succession. We let M refer to this sequence.
Our upper bound from Theorem 15 in the previous section also holds when items are renamed so that the items requested in each process are disjoint. Consider the sequence M ′ , where a's from process p i , i ∈ {1, . . . , p} are renamed a i , where a 1 , . . . , a p is a fresh set of names.
Since p i moved a to the front, a i appears first among the requests to a 1 , . . . , a p under discussion, say at index y in M ′ . Let a h be the request prior to a i which appears latest in M ′ at index
. . , M y }| and the same lower bound holds for the other requests to a 1 , . . . , a i−1 , a i+1 , . . . , a p .
In M , |{M x , . . . , M y }| is the exact cost of processing the request to a at index x. For item access level interleaving, for the other requests to a, we also count cost |{M x , . . . , M y }|. Thus, the extra cost is already accounted for in the distances used in the proof.
By Theorem 5, the ratio at the item access level is bounded by at most twice the ratio 2p 2 − p from Theorem 15.
DMTF: A Distributed Implementation of Move-to-Front
This section presents DMTF, a lock-free implementation of a static set based on the well-known MTF algorithm. At the end of the description of the algorithm, a simple modification to make it wait-free is described. A complete proof of correctness is presented in in Section 6.1.
When a process finds a node containing the item it is looking for and that node is not at the front of the list, it prepends a copy of the node to the list and then removes the node it found from the list. This ensures that the list always contains a node containing each item in the set.
There are difficulties with implementing the MTF algorithm in this straightforward fashion in a distributed setting. For example, suppose that some process p i has begun looking for an item and has proceeded a few nodes along the list. If another process, which is concurrently looking for the same item, finds a node containing that item later in the list and moves it to the front of the list, then p i might reach the end of the list without finding the item. To prevent this problem, each process announces the item it is currently looking for. After a process finds the item, e, it is looking for and prepends a new node containing e to the list, it informs all other processes that are looking for e about this new node before removing the node in which it found e from the list.
The processes also help one another to prepend nodes to the list and remove nodes from the list. This ensures that more than one copy of a node is not prepended to the list, for example, when multiple processes concurrently find the same node or when a process has fallen asleep for a long time and then wakes up. Additional fields in each node are used to facilitate helping.
A detailed description of our implementation is given below. Pseudocode is presented in Figures 1  and 2 . Throughout the code, if h is a pointer to a node and f is the name of the field, then h.f is a reference to that field of the node. In the description and proof of correctness, we distinguish between nodes and pointers to nodes.
function SEARCH(e) by process pi ⊲ Allocate and initialize a new node.
if h1.item = e then ⊲ The first node in the list contains item e. Moving it to the front is not necessary.
return(h1) ⊲ Continue searching from the second node in the list. Each node has five fields:
• item, a register which contains an item and is never changed,
• next, a compare-and-swap object which points to the next node in the list or null, if the node is the last node in the list,
• prev, a compare-and-swap object which points to the previous node in the list or null, if the node is the first node in the list,
• old, a register which is initialized to null when the node is newly created, is only changed (by the process that created the node) from null to point to another node containing the same item, and, if it is pointing to a node, is only changed to done,
• new, a compare-and-swap object which is initialized to null when the node is newly created, is only changed from null to point to another node containing the same item, and, if it is pointing to a node, is only changed to gone.
We assume that, initially, the old field of every node in the list is done, the new field of every node in the list is null, and the list consists of exactly one node for each item in the set, which contains that item. SEARCH(e) is used by process p i to search for a node containing the item e = ⊥. It begins by setting g to point to a newly allocated replacement node on line 0, setting its item field to e on line 0, and setting all its other fields to null on line 0. Next, p i announces (g, e) in A[i] on line 0 and reads Head on line 0 to get pointers to the first and second nodes in the list. Then, it goes through the list, one node at a time, in order, comparing its item with e.
Suppose that, on line 0, process p i finds that the first node in the list (i.e. the node pointed to by the first pointer in Head) contains item e. . Otherwise, on line 0, p i sets the old field of its replacement node to point to node v, indicating that v is an old node containing e which it is trying to replace. Then p i tries to prepend its replacement node to the list.
To ensure that only one replacement for node v is prepended to the list, p i first tries to change the compare-and-swap object v.new from null to point to its replacement node in line 0. Then it sets g ′ to v.new on line 0. If the CAS was successful, then g ′ points to its replacement node. If the CAS was unsuccessful, then either g ′ points to some other node, which is also a replacement for v, or g ′ = gone, indicating that node v has already been removed from the list (and a replacement for v has already been prepended to the list). If g ′ = gone, then p i tries to prepend the replacement node pointed to by g ′ to the list and remove v from the list by calling MOVE-TO-FRONT(g ′ ).
In all cases, the first component of A[i] now points to a replacement for node v that has been prepended to the list. Then, on lines 0 and 0, p i resets A[i] to (null, ⊥) and returns the pointer that was in the first component of
In MOVE-TO-FRONT(g ′ ), p i repeatedly performs the following steps until the replacement node pointed to by g ′ has been prepended to the list.
It first reads Head on line 0 to get pointers, h 1 and h 2 , to the first two nodes in the list. If the insertion of the first node is complete (i.e. h 1 .old = done), then, on line 0, p i tries to prepend the node pointed to by g ′ to the list by trying to change Head from (h 1 , h 2 ) to (w ′ , h 1 ). Note that other processes may also be trying concurrently to prepend the same node or another node to the list. In all cases, p i then helps complete the insertion of the node at the front of the list.
To help complete the insertion of this node, p i first ensures that the first two nodes in the list point to one another by trying to set the next field of the first node to point to the second on line 0 and trying to set the prev field of the second node to point to the first on line 0. If either of these CAS operations is not successful, some other process did it first.
Then p i informs each other process p j that is currently looking for the item e ′ in the node now at the front of the list. Specifically, for every announcement A[j] that contains e ′ , a CAS is performed on line 0 to try to change it to (h 1 , ⊥), provided h 1 still points to the front of the list. It is possible that p i could fall asleep for a long time between checking that h 1 still points to the front of the list and performing the CAS. In the meantime, it is possible that other nodes have been prepended to the list and p j has started another search for e ′ . In this case, the CAS should fail. This is why the announcement A[j] contains a unique identifier for the search (which is a pointer to the replacement node allocated at the beginning of the search), in addition to the value being sought.
After this, the old copy of the new node at the front of the list is deleted from the list, by changing the next field of its predecessor and the prev field of its successor on lines 0 and 0. Note that if the old node was at the end of the list (i.e. its next pointer is null), the second of these CAS operations is not performed. Finally, the new pointer in this old copy is set to gone on line 0 and the old pointer in the newly inserted node is changed to done on line 0.
Note that when a node is removed from the list, a process that is traversing the list and is at that node will be able to continue traversing the list as if the node had not been removed. This is because the next field of the removed node continues to point to the node that was its last successor.
The implementation can be made wait-free by using round-robin helping when trying to prepend a node to the list. Specifically, in addition to the pointers to the first two nodes in the list, Head contains a modulo p counter, priority, which indicates which process has priority for next prepending a node to the front of the list. Each time Head is modified, the counter is incremented. Before trying to prepend the node v ′ pointed to by g ′ , process p i checks A[priority]. If its second component is ⊥, its first component contains a pointer to another node, and the old field of that node is not yet done, then p i tries to prepend this other node instead of v ′ . Process p i repeats these steps at most p times before node v ′ is prepended.
Correctness
In this section, we prove that DMTF is linearizable, which is a standard definition of correctness for distributed data structures [11] . This means that, for every execution, it is possible to assign a distinct linearization point to every complete operation on the data structure and some subset of the incomplete operations such that the following two properties hold. First, the linearization point of each such operation occurs after it begins and, if it is complete, before it ends. Second, the result of every completed operation in the original execution is the same as in the corresponding linearization, the execution in which the linearized operations are performed sequentially in order of their linearization points.
We begin by proving some observations and invariants about the old and new fields of nodes.
Observation 17
The old field of a node only changes from null to point to a node that has been in the list and it only changes from pointing to a node to done. Once it is done, it never changes.
Proof The old field of a node is only changed on lines 0, which changes it from null to h, and 0, which changes it to done. Note that, before process p i performs line 0, its local variable h is set to the second node in the list on line 0. It is only updated on line 0 by following next pointers. Since it is not null, by the test on line 0, h points to a node that has been in the list. It follows that the old field of a node never points to a node that has not been in the list.
Observation 18
The new field of a node only changes from null to point to a node whose old field is not null and it only changes from pointing to a node to gone. Once it is gone, it never changes.
Proof The new field of a node is only changed on lines 0, which changes it from null to g, and 0, which changes it to gone. Note that, before process p i performs line 0, it changes g.old from null on line 0, if it has not already been changed. By Observation 17, the old field of a node never changes back to null. It follows that the new field of a node never points to a node whose old field is null.
Observation 19
When MOVE-TO-FRONT(g ′ ) is called, g ′ points to a node whose old field is not null.
Proof By line 0, g ′ = h.new, where h is a local variable of process p i that points to some node u. On line 0, the new field of u is changed from null to point to a node, if it has not already been changed. When p i 's local variable g ′ is set to h.new on line 0, Observation 18 implies that h.new is either gone or points to a node whose old field is not null. By the test on line 0, g ′ = gone when MOVE-TO-FRONT(g ′ ) is called, so g ′ points to a node whose old field is not null.
Lemma 20
(a) The old field of a node that has not been in the list is either null or points to a different node containing the same item.
(b) The old field of the first node in the list is either done or points to a different node containing the same item.
(c) The old field of every node other than the first in the list and every node that is no longer in the list is done.
Proof by induction on the execution. Initially, this is true since the old field of every node in the list is done. When a node is newly allocated by a process p i , its old field is set to null on line 0, which ensures that the claim continues to hold. Its old field is only changed on lines 0 and 0.
When the CAS on line 0 is successfully performed, the old field of the node v that is pointed to by p i 's local variable g is changed from null to h. By Observation 17, h points to a node that has been in the list. By the test on line 0, h.item = e, which is the same as the item field of v. By the induction hypothesis, v has never been in the list. Hence, immediately after line 0, the old field of v points to a different node containing the same item and the claim continues to hold.
When the CAS on line 0 is successfully performed, it sets the old field of the node v to done, where v is the node pointed to by p i 's local variable h 1 . Note that h 1 was last set on line 0 to point to the first node in the list. Thus, immediately before line 0 is performed, v has been in the list, so by the induction hypothesis, its old field is not null. Thus the claim continues to hold.
Now, consider what happens when the node v, pointed to by p i 's local variable g ′ , is prepended to the list (by a successful CAS on line 0). Immediately beforehand, the old field of the first node in the list is done, by lines 0 and 0 and the test on line 0. By Observation 19, the old field of v is not null and, by the test on line 0, it is not done. Thus, it points to some node u. By the induction hypothesis, u and v ′ are different nodes containing the same item. When v is prepended to the list, the first node becomes the second node and v becomes the first node, so the claim continues to hold.
Finally, suppose p i removes the node v ′ pointed to by its local variable h ′ from the list on line 0. When p i performed line 0, it set its local variable h 1 to point to the first node in the list. When p i performed line 0, it set its local variable h ′ equal to the old field of this node, which was either done or pointed to a different node containing the same item, by the induction hypothesis. By the test on line 0, h ′ = done. Thus, v ′ is not the first node in the list. By the induction hypothesis, the old field of v ′ is done. Hence, when v ′ is removed from the list, the claim continues to hold.
Lemma 21 (a)
The new field of a node that has not been in the list is null.
(b)
The new field of a node in the list is either null or points to a different node containing the same item.
(c) The new field of a node is gone only after it has been removed from the list.
Proof by induction on the execution. Initially, this is true since the new field of every node is null. When a node is newly allocated by a process p i , its new field is set to null on line 0, which ensures that the claim continues to hold. Its new field is only changed on lines 0 and 0.
When the CAS on line 0 is successfully performed, h.new is changed from null to g, which points to a node that has not yet been in the list. By line 0 and the test on line 0, g.item = e = h.item.
Since h points to a node in the list, h and g point to different nodes containing the same item. Thus the claim continues to hold.
If the CAS on line 0 is successfully performed, it sets the new field of the node u to gone, where u is the node pointed to by p i 's local variable h ′ . It occurs after u has been removed from the list on lines 0-0. Thus the claim continues to hold.
Lemma 22
If the new field of a node u points to another node v, then the old field of v points to u.
Proof by induction on the execution. Initially, this is true since the new field of every node is null and the new field of every node is set to null on line 0 when it is allocated.
The new field of a node is only changed to point to a node by a successful CAS on line 0. Let u and v denote the nodes to which p i 's local variables h and g point immediately before process p i performs line 0. From the code, process p i allocated v and is the only process that knows about this node. Thus, its CAS on line 0 successfully changes the old field of node v from null to point to node u. If the CAS by process p i on line 0 is also successful, then the new field of node u now points to v.
When the old field of a node is changed from pointing to a node to done on line 0, the new field of the node it points to has already been changed to gone on line 0.
Next, we examine what happens when nodes are prepended and removed from the list.
Observation 23
Immediately before a node is prepended to the list, the old field of the first node in the list is done.
Proof A node is prepended to the list on line 0. Process p i sets its local variable h 1 to point to the first node, v, in the list on line 0 and assigns h 1 .old to its local variable h ′ on line 0. By the test on line 0, when p i tries to prepend a node, h ′ = done and, by Observation 17, the old field of node v does not subsequently change. The CAS on line 0 is successful only if the first two nodes in the list have not changed since p i last performed line 0. Hence, immediately before the node is prepended, v is the first node in the list and its old field is done.
Observation 24 When a node is being removed from the list, the old field of the first node in the list points to it.
Proof A node is removed from the list on lines 0-0. Process p i tries to remove a node in the list only when h ′ = done, in which case, it tries to remove the node u to which h ′ points. Note that the old field of node v is only changed on line 0, after u has been removed by p i (or some other process) on line 0. Thus, no other process can prepend a node to the list while a node is being removed from the list.
Thus, a node is not prepended to the list while another node is being removed and only one node is removed from the list at a time. By Lemma 20, the old field of a node never points to itself. Thus, when a node is removed, it is not the first node in the list.
Lemma 25
No node is prepended to the list more than once.
Proof To obtain a contradiction, suppose there is a node that is prepended to the list more than once. Let v be the first node that is prepended to the list a second time and let p i the process that successfully performs the CAS on line 0 to do this. By Observation 23, when it performs this line, the old field of the first node in the list is done. By Lemma 20, the old field of every other node that has been in the list is done. In particular, the old field of v is done. Thus, when p i performs the test on line 0, g ′ .old = done and p i does not perform the CAS. This is a contradiction.
Lemma 26
If more than one process tries to remove a node from the list, the effect is the same as if only one process tries to remove it.
Proof When a node is allocated, its next field is initialized to null on line 0 and, when the node is first in the list, its next field is changed from null to point to the second node in the list on line 0. Subsequently, this field is only changed on line 0, when its successor is removed from the list. Likewise, the prev field of a node is initialized to null on line 0, when the node is second in the list, its next field is changed from null to point to the first node of the list in line 0, and thereafter, is only changed on line 0, when its predecessor is removed from the list.
By Observation 24, only the node, v, pointed to by the old field of the first node in the list is removed. All processes trying to remove node v read its prev field to get a pointer to its predecessor (on line 0) and and its next field to get a pointer to its successor (on line 0). Note that once v has been removed from the list, its prev and next fields do not change. Processes use CAS to try to change v's predecessor to point to v's successor on line 0 and, if v is not the last node in the list, to try to change v's successor to point to v's predecessor on 0. The first such CAS operations are successful, but subsequent ones are not, since these nodes no longer point to v. Finally, processes use CAS to try to change the new field of v to gone and the old field of the first node in the list to done. Since there are no steps that change a field with value gone or done, only the first such CAS operations are successful.
Lemma 27 Each item of the set has a node in the list that contains it. In every configuration, every node in the list whose old field is done contains a different item of the set.
Proof The proof is by induction on the execution. Initially, the claim is true, since the old field of every node in the list is done and the list consists of exactly one node for each item in the set.
By Observation 24, when a node is removed from the list, the old field of the first node in the list points to it. By Lemma 20, these two nodes contain the same item. Thus, after a node is removed, the claim continues to hold.
By Lemma 20, the old field of every node in the list is done, except possibly the first node. The old field of the first node in the list is changed to done on line 0 after the node to which it pointed has been removed from the list on lines 0-0. Thus, when the old field of a node is changed to done, the claim continues to hold.
By the test on line 0, the old field of a node being prepended is not done. The old field of a node is only changed to done on line 0 when the node is first in the list, so when the CAS on line 0 node is prepended, its old field is still not done. Thus, prepending a node does not change the set of nodes whose old field is done and the claim continues to hold.
Next, we consider how the announcement array can change. 
Observation 29 If the second component of A[j]
is e ′ when a node containing e ′ is prepended to the list, then it is changed to ⊥ before the other node in the list containing e ′ is removed from the list.
Proof When a node is prepended to the list, its old field is not done, by Lemma 20(a). By Observation 23, this field must be set to done before another node is prepended. From the code, before the old field of a node is set to done, which occurs on line 0, every announcement A[j] whose second component is e ′ is changed. This is because the CAS on line 0 is successful unless If e is not an item in the set, then SEARCH(e) does not modify the list. Hence, this operation can be linearized at any point during its operation interval, for example, when it returns. (Note that this case is not an option in the problem on which we perform a competitive analysis. Both this algorithm and OPT need to search the entire list for such items, so it is not a case where it performs poorly in comparison to OPT.)
Lemma 34
If process p i returns from SEARCH(e) on line 0, then p i returns a pointer to a node containing e, which was at the front of the list when p i read Head on line 0.
Proof Suppose process p i returns from SEARCH(e) on line 0. Then, as a result of performing line 0, h 1 is set to point to the first node in the list. By the test on line 0, this node contains e.
Then it returns h 1 on line 0.
In this case, the instance of SEARCH(e) by process p i is linearized when p i read Head on line 0.
is changed to (h 1 , ⊥), then the node to which h 1 points was at the front of the list at some time since p j announced its current search.
Proof Suppose A[j] is changed from (a, b) to (h 1 , ⊥) by processor p i . By Observation 28, b is the item p j is currently searching for, a is a pointer to the node that p j allocated at the beginning of this search, and A[j] has not changed since p j announced its current search on line 0. By line 0, p i 's local variable h 1 points to a node v that contains the item e ′ . When p i last performed line 0, v was at the front of the list. After checking that b = e ′ , p i checks that h 1 .old = done, which, by Lemma 20 , implies that v is still at the front of the list.
Lemma 36 If e is in the list and process p i returns from SEARCH(e) on line 0, then p i returns a pointer to a node containing e, which was at the front of the list at some time since p i announced this search on line 0. ⊥) , v was at the front of the list. Thus, p i returns a pointer to a node containing e, which was at the front of the list at some time since p i announced this search on line 0.
In these remaining cases, the instance of SEARCH(e) by process p i , which returns a pointer to a node v containing e, can be linearized at any point which is after p i announces this search on line 0, before p i returns from the search, and at which v was at the front of the list.
Thus, we have shown that the algorithm, DMTF, presented in Figures 1 and 2 is correct.
Theorem 38 When a SEARCH(e) operation is linearized, a node containing e is at the front of the list and the operation returns a pointer to this node, if e is in the set. Otherwise, the operation returns not present.
Competitive Analysis of DMTF-Fully Adversarial
The analysis at the item access level counts the number of accesses performed per request. It ignores all costs not directly associated with the search.
In DMTF, each item accessed in the list involves a constant number of shared memory operations. Furthermore, a process does an additional check of its announcement array once every φ nodes. Thus, the cost of a request is an O(1+1/φ) factor more than the number of item accesses performed to handle the request.
There is at most one move-to-front operation per request. Each successfully completed move-tofront would take Θ(p) steps if it was performed sequentially: a constant number of updates of fields in nodes and Θ(p) steps for informing the other processes. However, in a distributed execution, it is possible that all p processes help perform the move-to-front. Thus, each request contributes O(p 2 ) to the cost. There is O(φ) extra cost per request for the nodes a process accesses in the list after it has been informed that a node containing the item it is searching for has been moved to the front of the list. Finally, because the item in the node at the front of the list can occur in another node of the list, there is an O(1) additional cost.
Since OPT's cost is at least 1 for each request, it follows from Theorem 16 that, for the fully adversarial scheduler, if φ ∈ O(p 2 ), then
where the additive constant depends only on p, ℓ, and φ. The lower bound of Theorem 6 shows that any distributed algorithm (even one which treats the requests in an optimal manner sequentially), must have DMTF(I) ≥ (2p 2 − p) OPT(I) − O(1), if request sequences can be merged arbitrarily. Therefore, the cost of merging of the sequences dominates the other costs and DMTF(I) = Θ(p 2 ) OPT(I) + O(1).
A Linearization-Based Analysis
At the operation level, since the comparison is made on the same sequences, the classic result from online algorithms gives the ratio 2 − Note that MTF's cost on Lin ǫ (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p ) could be much less than DMTF(ǫ): When an item x is requested k times in a row in Lin ǫ (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p ), DMTF could have had up to min{p, k} processes concurrently searching for x in the list. Those processes could each incur cost equal to the index, i, that x had in the list. In the case where the move-to-front occurs before the other processes begin searching for x, the first process incurs cost i and the remainder incur cost 1.
To compare DMTF(ǫ) and OPT(Lin ǫ (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p )), we use the list factoring and phase partitioning techniques as discussed in [20] , using the partial cost model. With list factoring, each distinct pair of items, x and y, in the original list, L, is considered separately. They are considered in a list, L x,y , containing only these two items (in the same order as in L at any point in time) and with the subsequence of requests, Lin ǫ (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p ) x,y , to these items that occur in Lin ǫ (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p ) (also in the same order).
The pairwise property says that the items x and y are in the same order with respect to each other in L at every point during the request sequence Lin ǫ (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p ) as they are in L x,y at corresponding point in the request sequence Lin ǫ (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p ) x,y . The pairwise property holds for MTF because, whenever a request to an item in the list is served, the item is moved to the front of the list. It holds for DMTF because, in addition, each request to an item in the list is linearized when the item is at the front of the list. In the partial cost model, the cost of every search is one less than in the full cost model; only unsuccessful item inspections are counted. Cost independence means that the algorithm makes decisions regardless of the cost it pays, i.e., it behaves the same under all cost models. DMTF is cost independent.
The list factoring and phase partitioning techniques [19, 27, 32, 4, 2] have become standard in studying the list accessing problem. The following results are well known (see [20] ). Consider the execution ǫ x,y obtained from ǫ by removing all steps by processes while they are not performing SEARCH(x) or SEARCH(y) and all accesses to nodes except those containing x or y. Note that DMTF does not use paid exchanges and has the pairwise property. Thus, if we can show that, for every sequence and for every pair of items, x and y, the partial cost of ǫ x,y is at most c times the partial cost of OPT on Lin ǫ (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p ) x,y , then the partial cost of ǫ is at most c times the partial cost of OPT on Lin ǫ (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p ). Since DMTF is cost independent, it follows that DMTF(ǫ) ≤ c OPT(Lin ǫ (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p )).
Recall that, with item access level interleaving, we only consider the costs of accessing nodes while searching through the list, with total cost i for an item in location i of the list. where the constant depends only on p and ℓ.
Proof We partition Lin ǫ (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p ) x,y into phases which are defined inductively as follows. Assume that, for some t ≥ 1, we have defined phases up until, but not including, the t'th request and the relative order of the two items in OPT's list is x, y before the t'th request. Then the next phase is of type 1 and is of one of the following forms, where j ≥ 0 and k ≥ 1:
(a) yyy j (b) (yx) k yyy j and (c) (yx) k xx j .
Phases continue until the next request to a different item (to x in forms (a) and (b), and to y in form (c)). There may be one incomplete phase for each pair of items, but this only adds a constant to the costs. Note that this phase partitioning is different than the most common type, since we do not start a new phase after only two identical requests, but wait until we get a different request. This is necessary for the analysis, since processes may be searching for the same item at the same time.
In case the relative order of the items is y, x before the t'th request, the phase has type 2 and its form is exactly the same as above with x and y interchanged. Table 2 shows the costs incurred by the two algorithms, and the worst case ratio, for each of the three forms of type 1. Note that the same results hold for type 2 forms.
Phase DMTF OPT Ratio
(yx) k xx j ≤ 2k + p − 1 k ≤ 2 + p−1 k Table 2 : The costs of DMTF and OPT under the partial cost model for a phase of type 1 (i.e., the initial ordering of items is x, y) and the maximum ratio of these costs.
The column for DMTF holds because, in phases of form (a), at most p processes would find y at index 2 (and thus have cost 1 in the partial cost model); in phases of form (b) and (c), DMTF has partial cost 1 for each of the alternating occurrences of x and y, plus at most partial cost p for the requests to the same item at the end.
For form (a), OPT moves y to the front immediately, so it only has cost 1. For forms (b) and (c), OPT does not do any moves while the x and y are alternating, but in form (b), it moves the first of the y's after the alternation to the front. Thus, it has cost k + 1 for form (b) and k for form (c).
The maximum ratio of DMTF's to OPT's performance is, thus, bounded by max{p, 2 + p−1 k }. As mentioned above, since DMTF is cost independent, this bound also holds in the full cost model. The term p in max{p, 2 + p−1 k } is the dominating term as long as p ≥ 3 and k ≥ 2. If p = 2, the larger term is 2 + 1 k ≤ 3. If p = 1, then the result is the standard 2-competitiveness of MTF. If k = 1, then the result is 2 = p + 1. Thus, one concludes that, for any execution ǫ, DMTF(ǫ) ≤ (p + 1) OPT(Lin ǫ (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ p )).
At the level of the actual algorithm, DMTF, the analysis from the fully adversarial model shows that the cost of each search only increases by an O(1 + 1/φ) factor and an additive O(p 2 + φ) term. Thus, when φ ∈ O(p) and OPT's average cost per request is Ω(p), DMTF is Θ(p)-competitive.
Concluding Remarks
The List Accessing problem is the first self-adjusting data structure problem considered in a distributed setting, where the processes each have their own request sequence, and a competitive analysis is performed. It seems reasonable to assume that the concerns about the power of the scheduler, which have arisen for the list accessing problem, would also arise for other distributed data structure problems, where the individual processes have their own request sequences.
We have presented two different models for performing competitive analysis in a distributed setting.
More online problems in a distributed setting should be investigated to determine how one best assesses the quality of such algorithms. In that context, it is interesting to know what the effect of the scheduler is.
